Your safety is important to us – please read this.

The risk of an accident or injury to anyone visiting Pembroke College is small but visitors are generally unfamiliar with the layout of the site or the procedures utilised in emergency. Many areas in the College have risk from hazards such as uneven pathways, steps and low walls.

Common sense and consideration for other users of the site will help keep you safe but it is everyone’s responsibility to minimise the risk to themselves or others when on College premises.

Accessibility of the site is generally good but if you are visiting in a wheelchair, or you require any other assistance, please let the Lodge Porter or your host know. Please use the lifts provided if you have any difficulty with steps. Emergency procedures are in place for the unlikely event of a fire or evacuation and you should make yourself aware of the nearest exit (which may even be behind you or accessed through another room). Fire Marshals will respond to incidents but in any initial evacuation you should ensure that you move to a place of safety quickly using the marked exits. Fire extinguishers and equipment are clearly marked around the College. If you are on the Main Site (in the older buildings) you should move to the nearest Quad. If you are in the new buildings across the Bridge please leave by the nearest safe exit and then assemble in St Ebbes by LA Fitness (just across the road in Littlegate Street).

First aid assistance is available from the Lodge (at the front entrance) and a defibrillator is available for use.

Should an accident or incident occur, please fill out our short accident form – this helps us to understand what went wrong and to make sure it doesn’t happen again. Forms are available from the Lodge.

The Lodge telephone number is 01865 276444 / Mobile: 07789 744780

More detailed areas of risk can be viewed at: www.pmb.ox.ac.uk/about/visitor-safety-information